
17 Clydesdale Street, Como



Luxury boutique townhouses   
and apartments 



Framed by blossoming Jacarandas and opposite beautiful parklands, Abode Como is a 

South Perth sanctuary which embraces serene living in a luscious setting. 

A boutique development comprising two townhouses and twelve apartments, it’s perched 

in a peaceful and leafy pocket of Como where landscaped gardens and green space 

combine to create an oasis of gentle elegance.



Apartments with generous outdoor 
entertaining spaces



Each home presents with generous terraces and balconies, ready for you to maximise 

outdoor living and entertaining. Natural light cascades in from these living areas, with 

full-height sliding doors and glazing reinforcing the connection to the outdoors. 

Abode’s beautifully landscaped grounds can also never be built out, meaning these 

breathtaking views are yours to treasure forever.



Wake up to 
luxury at every 
turn 
Abode Como is also an extension of 

nature – where the outdoors has been 

invited in to ensure you enjoy a relaxing 

life well lived. 

Ideal for couples, downsizers and 

professionals, every resident will bask in 

parkland vistas, with these apartments 

and townhouses intricately connected 

to the natural setting just beyond their 

private outdoor spaces.





Apartment delights 
Abode Como offers a blend of single, two and three bedroom apartments which 

deliver beautifully considered and cohesively styled living to South Perth. Blessed with 

vistas of open spaces, tree canopies or the setting sun, each apartment is intrinsically 

connected to the adjacent parklands.

Capturing ample natural light and cooling breezes, they also enjoy the luxury of space. 

Above average floorplans are paired with northern, eastern or western outlooks, with 

a central lobby, lift and open staircase providing seamless connectivity. 
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DAWN Interior Colour Scheme

4  Marble Effect 

 Splashback

2 Polytec

 Blossom

 

3 Laminex

 Elegant Oak

1  Caesarstone

 Intense White

Carefully curated colour schemes are pre-allocated to individual apartments 

and enhance the alluring sophistication of these boutique interiors. 
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If you’re craving an aura of calm and elegance, the Dawn colour scheme is the elixir you need. 

In the kitchen, the softness of warm oak is interspersed with the sleek white accents of a 

Caesarstone benchtop with flecks of mirror, feature white cabinetry, marble splashback and matt 

black tapwear. 

In the bathroom these tones are tied together with a feature of porcelain marble tiles laid out 

in a striking herringbone style adding an additional layer of gracefulness. Together, it’s a colour 

palette of sophistication and warmth which will embrace you upon arrival.

Inspired by the golden glow of Dawn



DUSK Interior Colour Scheme

4  Marble Effect 

 Splashback

3 Polytec

 Bespoke

2 Polytec

 Perugian Walnut

1  Caesarstone

 Intense White

Carefully curated colour schemes are pre-allocated to individual apartments 

and enhance the alluring sophistication of these boutique interiors. 
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For a dramatic and decadent ambience, Dusk is the answer. A moody and evocative colour 

choice, it’s where a rich patina of colours and textures combine to create interiors with a 

distinctive edge. 

Striking warm grey tones are paired with rich, dark walnut cabinetry and intense white 

Caesarstone finishes. In the bathroom, a porcelain marble herringbone feature tile adds a point of 

beauty and intrigue to these soul-stirring interiors. This elegant scheme is pulled together with a 

touch of brushed gold in the tapwear and accessories, elevating the colour scheme to luxe and 

providing that golden sparkle.

Inspired by the beauty and mood of Dusk



Luxury townhouses allure with 
high quality finishes



Fringed by flourishing Jacarandas and Maple trees, the two standalone Abode Como 

townhouses echo the tones of botanic bliss. Landscaped walkways and forecourts act 

as a lush extension of the parklands, with the greenery invited in.

Each 3 x 2 townhouse boasts its own exclusive street address which enhances your 

sense of seclusion. The generous living spaces and bedrooms are showcased by 

beautiful McDougall Park views and the open space to the north is framed by floor 

to ceiling windows. Soaring ceilings, modern design and on-trend interiors unite to 

deliver light, bright and uplifting spaces to call Abode your next home.







Embrace nature and connect 
with the outdoors



Enhanced by interiors and exteriors which blend harmoniously with its parkland 

surrounds, Abode Como boasts inviting open plan living zones, gourmet engineered 

stone kitchens plus deluxe bedrooms and bathrooms. Factor in the high ceilings and 

an abundance of floor to ceiling glass on offer and you’ll be spellbound by the sense 

of space. 

A green aspect is equally important within the Abode Como development. The use of 

seasonal trees and plantings adds to the experience and connection with the natural 

environment through colour, texture and aromas.



KINGS 
PARK

RAFFLES 
HOTEL

MITCHELL 
FREEWAY

CANNING 
BRIDGE STATION

UWA

Immerse yourself in convenient 
inner city living



OPTUS 
STADIUM

CROWN 
CASINO

PERTH 
CITY

KINGS 
PARK

SOUTH PERTH 
FORESHORE

MCDOUGALL 
PARK

Perfectly poised 4km from the scenic South Perth foreshore, Abode Como allows you 

to immerse yourself in the convenience of inner city living. Take in a meal at the ever-

popular Mister Walker along Mends Street, with the Swan River and spectacular city 

skyline as your backdrop, or watch the world go by from other local artisan cafes and 

sophisticated restaurants. 

This vibrant river foreshore also hosts concerts, local fairs and markets, while bustling 

Angelo Street provides the perfect shopping pit stop. The award winning Perth Zoo 

brings you face-to-face with more than 1,300 native and exotic animals, or hit the 

greens of the distinguished Royal Perth Golf Club or the internationally acclaimed 

Colliers Golf Course, both within a short drive from Abode Como.



A snapshot of Como



ABODE COMO

The sought-after suburb of Como sits 

within the picturesque South Perth 

precinct and is all about embracing a life 

well lived. Picnic on the riverside, cycle 

the foreshore footpaths or indulge in the 

bustling retail and restaurant precincts 

along Angelo Street and Mends Street. 

It’s also the ideal place to watch mother 

nature at her best, as the sun slips 

behind the horizon at the end of the day. 

Situated 6km from Perth CBD, Como 

boasts an array of leafy parklands, 

established amenities and a choice of 

major transport links to further enhance 

your enviable way of life. 

500m to the Canning Station 

600m to the Swan and Canning River 

4km to the South Perth Foreshore 

5km to Kings Park Botanic Garden 

6km to the Perth CBD 

Excellent private and public school 







abodecomo.com.au   |   1300 777 797

Western Australia
The Manhattan, Applecross
Cube on Canning, Attadale
Abode, Como
Lucida, Como
Parkview, Como
Coastal Edge, North Coogee
Loft Haus, Leederville
204 Walcott, Menora
Reside on Money, Northbridge
The Residence, Scarborough
One54 Tuart, Tuart Hill
Butler Medical Centre, Butler
Hamilton Hill Medical Centre, Rockingham

Victoria
Camberwell Apartments, Camberwell
Maple on Hastings, Hawthorne East

Adelaide
Calibre, Glenelg
Plympton Apartments, Plympton

New South Wales
Mosman, Sydney

Queensland
Paddington, Brisbane
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Disclaimer: All images are prepared before commencement of construction and is only an artist’s impression. The seller, its officers, service providers 
and its employees make no representation or warranty regarding the accuracy of the image. Changes may be made to all aspects of the development 
in accordance with the seller’s standard sale conditions. Interested parties should only rely on the terms of the seller’s standard sale conditions and 
the plans and specifications included in it (subject to the seller’s rights to vary those plans and specifications).


